V isualization tools for concurrent systems must support designers in their quest to create visualizations that promote an understanding of concurrent computations and avoid inconsistent or unsynchronized views that mislead users. A visualization system with reorderable, synchronous, and independent displays provides the necessary framework for understanding concurrent computations.
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The authors promote understanding of distributed computations through visualizations featuring reorderable, synchronous, and independent displays. They discuss the necessity of these characteristics and exemplify the potential with their own visualization tool environment, called Parade.
Visualization Tools
. Information collected at various points in the program's execution is the basis for visualization. This information describes the state of a process or computation, transformations on those states, or overall system state and behavior. Event-based systems generally collect interesting event records that describe an important point or change in the system state. State-based systems typically collect snapshots of each process-records holding the values of a select subset of variables. Both types either preprocess the records or send them to the visualization system. (Preprocessing includes such activities as filtering, calculating averages, maximums and minimums, or more complicated analysis of the collected data.)
The visualization system represents the program's execution as animated graphical objects. Based on the events, it creates or destroys these graphical objects, or updates their color, size, location, or other attributes. Visualizations model process states, process interactions, the execution's global state, system behavior, or some combination of these perspectives.
The event-processing paradigm in most visualization tools involves a cycle in which the visualization tool
• receives an event record, • translates the event record to a set of graphical updates, • performs graphical updates, and • receives and processes another event record.
While this paradigm works well with serial executions, problems arise with event-based visualizations of distributed computations because a global view is not readily available. Individual processes report their own events.
Consider the analogy of a concurrent program as a marching band, and imagine a visualization of band members marching on a field. Marchers begin at a particular location-the initial state-and proceed according to their own sets of instructions, changing speed and direction. Each individual marcher reports any change in speed or direction to the visualization system.
The paradigm we have been discussing cannot correctly reproduce the appearance of the field. Each marcher updates the display to reflect his or her movements, but the system cannot simultaneously process each marcher's movements. For example, imagine that all marchers turn to the left on a drum beat. Although the marchers turn simultaneously in real life, the visualization suffers a ripple effect: the marchers appear to be turning one after the other, rather than in synchrony. A snapshot of the screen during the ripple is not consistent with any real state of the marchers on the field.
If the display system is fast enough, or the marchers slow enough, the display catches up with the marchers after the ripple and presents a valid state of the field. However, if the changes on the field are rapid enoughanother drum beat, and a quick turn to the right-the screen might show some marchers heading in one direction and other marchers headed in another, resulting in a misleading representation. Under this visualization paradigm, producing an accurate field representation requires knowledge of the overall pattern of behavior on the field. It requires knowledge of the global state and transitions-the choreographer's plan, rather than the band members' distributed information. In the absence of this higher, centralized knowledge, visualization tools employing this paradigm cannot accurately represent concurrent actions of independently executing elements.
Treatments of time and event order
Time and event order are important parameters of both the stream of event records and the series of graphical updates. Time may be represented as either a physical or logical timestamp. 3 Using physical timestamps in a visualization relies on accurate, synchronized clocks of adequate resolution at each of the processors involved in the computation. Alternatively, logical timestamps reflect the observable order of events and the causal relationships among them.
A visualization system bases the display on either the actual order of events, derived from the program run under study, or on an alternative, feasible order of events. These alternative orderings help the user study, explore, and gain insight into the program's execution behavior, performance, and correctness. Thus, visualization designers sometimes need to alter the treatment of time and event order to suit the purpose of the visualization.
For example, the visualization in Figure 1 provides verification for a sorted array and gives insight into the execution progress of the sorting algorithm. As the program exchanges the values of the array elements, the viewer sees the rectangles representing these array elements exchange places on the screen. The designer might choose to enforce a direct mapping between the time at which the exchange takes place in the program and the time at which the associated graphical updates occur. However, such a strict mapping might result in an animation in which bursts of graphical updates are interspersed with long periods of inactivity. Thus, the visualization designer could require only that graphical updates occur in the same order as their associated program events, mapping program order to animation order, and resulting in a more pleasing and comprehensible visualization.
If the visualization is more concerned with event order (as in debugging or program understanding) than with the actual time at which these events occurred (as in performance evaluation), the programmer employs a looser mapping of program order to display state, placing graphical objects at particular locations according to the order in which their corresponding program events occurred, rather than the actual time of occurrence.
However, for other purposes, such as observing a pattern of message exchanges over time, as in Figure 2 , or a history of array element exchanges, depicted in Figure 3 , the visualization designer might desire a more direct graphical representation of the passage of time. In these visualizations, placing a graphical object at a particular location on the screen is a function of the time at which the associated program event occurred; there is a mapping from program time to display state. Of course, location is just one of many graphical attributes, and the visualization designer can select any attribute of the graphical objects to represent time: for example, fading the color or reducing the size of a graphical object since its creation or last access. Visualizations portray not only the time or relative ordering of program events but also the state of the execution. This view of the state consists of a selected set of variables or data structures and the values they contain at some instant. A mapping from these variables and 
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Essential characteristics
Visualizations of concurrent systems should be reorderable, synchronous, and independent. These essential characteristics relate to the treatment of time and event order in visualizations. They also deal with mapping event time and order to the location and timing of graphical object updates in a visualization representing program execution. We provide an in-depth discussion of each characteristic below and present the tool environment we created (see the "Parade: supporting the visualization of concurrency" sidebar.)
REORDERABLE
A reorderable visualization system can coherently present any event order it receives and, with alternative event orderings, helps explain concurrent computations. For example, while designing, coding, debugging, testing, and tuning a concurrent program, the system designer might change focus from the flow of control to studies of algorithms and data structures to performance metrics and the location of bottlenecks. Although it is possible to use the same visualization in more than one phase, it is often helpful to present time and event order differently in these phases. For example, it is possible to use the array sorting visualizations of Figures 1 and 3 both in debugging the sorting algorithm and in studying the sorting program on various numbers of processors. During the debugging phase, programmers can step through the visualization one event at a time, verifying the correct execution of the sorting algorithm.
However, during the performance-evaluation phase, the programmer might view the events on a time scale that reflects their actual execution times. Further, for purposes of comparison, it helps to view the execution of the sorting algorithms on a time scale and ordering based on causal relationships among the events. In this way, the programmer can compare a visualization of the algorithm's maximum concurrency to a visualization of the actual concurrency achieved, highlighting those portions of the execution that are ripe for optimization.
Some visualization tools for concurrent systems are not reorderable. For example, in the timeline view of ParaGraph, 4 shown in Figure 2 , simultaneous sends appear at the same position on the scrolling timeline, but do not appear on the screen at the same time. Parade users create their own displays with Polka or select displays from libraries of predefined Polka animation views for particular programming paradigms, such as PVM, threads, and high-performance Fortran programs. Polka supports multiple views and true continuous animation. Users can move, resize, and smoothly update graphical objects and concurrently update multiple objects.
Polka operates within an object-oriented framework and implements each animation window as a View class. Data members of a View class include both graphical objects and bookkeeping information required by the animation. View class methods are called Scenes. Typically, a Scene encapsulates the set of graphical updates performed in response to a particular type of program event. For example, a message-passing visualization might have a "Send" scene and a "Receive'' scene; a dining philosopher's visualization might have Scenes that correspond to a philosopher picking up a fork, eating, failing to grab a fork, and so on.
Scenes receive a time parameter in addition to the other parameters associated with the animated program event. The time parameter schedules graphical updates in the Scene, and the Scene returns a duration value, indicating the total number of animation frames required to perform the scheduled updates. The Scenes schedule graphical objects to undergo animation actions via the invocation of the "Program" method and schedules these animation actions to occur at some time (frame number) in the future. However, no execution of animation actions occurs within a Scene: it does not perform graphical updates. Rather, the graphical updates occur within the Controller function of the Animation Choreographer.
The Controller function in the Animation Choreographer
• handles the reception of event records, • maps the program events to graphical update routines, • invokes the Scene calls for each active view, • issues the "Animate" calls that cause the graphical updates to occur, and • coordinates multiple Scenes and Views.
The Animation Choreographer provides flexible control of the temporal mappings from program executions to their animations. It generates a sessionspecific version of the Choreographer based on simple specifications of the program event records format for the studied system, the causal relationships between various types of events generated by the monitoring system, and the visualizations available for display. Given a stream of program event records, this session-specific Choreographer generates a variety of alternative feasible event orderings and provides the capability to view animations of the program execution under these different logical orderings of events and operations. 3 Through the Choreographer and a set of visualizations, the user explores the effects of alternative orderings on the presentation of the program's behavior. (Of course, the program's actual behavior is not under the control of a postmortem visualization tool; the alternative orderings merely present a variety of perspectives on the execution.)
The style of interaction between the Controller and the View Scenes and the maintenance of time and event-order information within the Animation Choreographer's Controller work together to support the creation of reorderable, synchronous, and independent visualizations.
Assume that a user selects a set of Views and the concurrent program under study collects a stream of proParade: supporting the visualization of concurrency gram event records and sends them to the Animation Choreographer.
• The Choreographer processes a program event: The Controller translates the event-record to a set of calls to animation Scenes in the Views the user selects. It performs a mapping from event record parameters to animation Scene parameters, passing a time parameter to each Scene and indicating the animation time at which the Scene begins.
• Each Scene "schedules" graphical objects to perform graphical update actions. Each scheduling call returns the number of animation frames required to perform the scheduled action. The Scene returns the total number of animation frames required to perform all scheduled actions.
• The Controller then calculates and retains the number of animation frames required to perform all scheduled Scenes.
• Another event arrives, and again the Controller calls the appropriate Scenes and keeps track of the number of animation frames required to perform these updates. This process continues.
• At some point, the Controller determines that all events occurring up until a particular time in the program's execution were received. This determination is based on the number of events received from a particular round of computation, the receipt of an event with a higher timestamp or phase number, the receipt of a "special" event type, the passage of some fixed amount of real time, or some other method. The particular method by which the Controller determines that it is permissible to proceed with animation depends on the characteristics of the system under study.
• The Controller now "knows" both the current animation time and the new animation time that it wishes to attain. The Controller repeatedly invokes the Animate method for one frame for each active View, for the appropriate number of frames. The Animate method causes the scheduled graphical updates for that animation time to occur; the screen updates, and the animation time advances.
The
Support for reorderable visualizations
The structure of the Polka Scenes permits the same visualization code to be used to animate a program's execution under a variety of event orderings. Specifically, multiple Views animate either concurrently or sequentially, as might multiple Scenes within a View and multiple graphical objects within a Scene or View. It all depends on the time parameters.
If a series of program events are animated concurrently, the Controller supplies each of the corresponding Scene calls with the same time value. If a series of program events are to be animated sequentially, each Scene call is supplied with a time value that exceeds the time value of the previous Scene by the duration of that Scene.
Parade's Animation Choreographer, in addition to performing the Controller functions, analyzes the ordering relationships that exist among the set of event records produced by a program. Based on these relationships, the Choreographer generates a variety of alternative feasible event orderings. These orderings are reflected in a Choreographer graph and used to drive the display views. In addition to four automaticordering types, the user is free to manipulate the graph to create additional orderings. 3 
Support for synchronous displays
The Controller has high-level knowledge of which views are active. At the simplest level, "synchronous" means that all of the graphical updates related to a particular program event begin at the same time. The Controller can easily attain this level of synchronous behavior by sending the same starting time to all Scenes related to a particular program event.
A more rigorous definition of "synchronous" might require that all graphical updates related to a particular program event begin and end at the same time. The Polka paradigm supports the creation of Scenes that achieve this level of synchronous behavior. This scheme adds a duration-input parameter to each Scene. If the duration parameter is not positive, the Scene is "test-programmed" to determine the duration of the Scene, but no object programming (scheduling) results. (In practice, programming calls on objects with an expired time parameter achieves this.) In the case of a positive duration, the Scene code programs the objects so that the overall Scene consumes the assigned number of animation frames. Inserting delays and using an Interpolate function on the animation actions achieves this "stretching out" of the actions' natural duration.
Thus, for the begin-and-end-together style of synchronous display, the Controller first calls all relevant Scenes, passing a nonpositive duration and time parameters. Each Scene returns its natural duration (no added delays, no interpolation). The Controller then determines the maximum duration of any Scene in the current set and calls all relevant Scenes, passing this maximum value as the duration parameter. Individual Scenes adjust to meet this duration requirement by interpolating actions and inserting delays. In this way, an arbitrary set of appropriately constructed Scenes can be animated in a synchronous manner. This creates sets of displays with globally consistent snapshots of the execution of a parallel or distributed program.
(Continued on next page)
Rather, the visualization tool animates them one after the other, in the order in which it processes the corresponding receives. Of course, this is entirely appropriate for this ParaGraph display's intended purpose. However, using this display to determine the number of messages in transit at the current instant requires a revision of the visualization code itself. On the other hand, a reorderable visualization requires no code revision, merely a change in parameter settings to invoke a program time to animation-time-mapping.
If the visualization system is truly reorderable, it compartmentalizes the task of presenting viewers with alternative orderings. The visualization component of the system need not be altered to present these alternative views. The system then sends these altered event records to the same visualizations used to study the program's actual execution.
SYNCHRONOUS
Synchronous display is important when presenting multiple visualizations of the same program at the same time. Often, these visualizations appear in separate windows or panes and highlight different aspects of the program under study. In synchronous display, each view reacts to the same event at the same time, presenting a consistent snapshot of the program's state at any instant. Display windows that are not synchronous can mislead the viewer.
For example, the program-callgraph display shown in Figure 4 and the message-passing displays shown in Figures 5 and 6 could be used to view an execution. The callgraph display allows the viewer to track the progress of processes through the functions and procedures that make up the program, while Figure 5 permits the viewer to observe message-passing patterns and detect communication bottlenecks. In this display, messages not yet received remain in the center of the circle. Figure 6 represents the same visualization in the case of a communications bottleneck in which numerous messages have been sent but not yet received.
It is highly desirable to have synchronous views so as In the example used to illustrate the need for independent views, the Controller receives the times returned by the Rects Swap Scene and the Chart Swap Scene. It then animates both for the maximum number of frames and updates the global clock by that amount. The unwanted interaction between the Rects View and the Chart View arose because the Controller also sent the global clock value to the Chart View as the parameter indicating the height at which the horizontal "swap lines" should be placed. The Parade system solves this problem by providing both a global clock, which can be used to synchronize views, and a perview clock, unaffected by the activity of other views. Thus, in the example, using this Chart-View clock removed the unwanted interactions between the Rects View and the Chart View.
not to mislead the user. Suppose that the callgraph visualization requires more time to perform the graphical updates related to a particular event than does the message-passing visualization. For a particular sequence of program events, the callgraph visualization falls behind the message-passing visualization. Then, as the message-passing display gets ahead of the callgraph display, it presents performance problems (such as those represented in Figure 6 ) at the same time as an "old" view of the state of processes and procedures in execution. This misinforms the viewer about the source of the message delays. The visualization cannot display the actual routines causing the communications bottleneck, because the event records related to these procedures are still in queue, waiting to be processed.
In a synchronous display, each view begins the graphical updates that correspond to the same program event at the same time. Ideally, the view designer chooses to synchronize the beginning or end (or both) of all of the graphical updates related to a particular program event.
In addition to presenting a consistent snapshot of the program state, synchronous displays enable users to step through an execution one program event at a time and see updates occur simultaneously in all windows. Similarly, users can step through an execution one group of concurrent events at a time and see updates related to the set of concurrent events occur simultaneously.
INDEPENDENT
Display views of parallel and distributed programs should be independent of other display views of the same program. This quality becomes important when executing multiple visualization runs of the same program trace but with different combinations of active views. An independent display presents the same final visual appearance on each visualization run of a given program trace and ordering, regardless of the number or combination of other displays active at the same time. The appearance of a given display is unaffected by the activity of other displays. The order and timing of the graphical updates might change, but the semantics of the graphical updates remain consistent.
Consider two displays, the Rects View shown in Figure 1 and the Chart View shown in Figures 3 and 7 . These displays depict two perspectives on the execution of a parallel quicksort algorithm as it sorts an array of integers. The parallel quicksort algorithm employs a recursive, tree-structured strategy and begins with a single active process. It first reads a set of unsorted values into an array and then compares the first and last values in the array. If they are out of order, it swaps them. It continues to move in toward the center, comparing the second and next-to-last values next and swapping them if they are out of order. This continues until the process finds a "pivot" point in the array-a point at which all values to the left of the pivot are less than the pivot value, and all values to the right are greater than or equal to the pivot value. At this point, it breaks the array into two subarrays at the pivot point and forks off two child processes to handle the two subarrays. The child processes perform the same routine on their subarrays and fork off their own child processes. This continues until the program gives a small subarray to a child process. At this point, the child process sorts its subarray, if necessary, and terminates. When all of the child processes have terminated, the array is sorted and execution is complete.
The Rects View confirms that the final array is sorted and displays the number and pattern of exchanges performed. The Chart View shows a history of the exchanges that take place during the program's execution. The series of swaps performed by a particular process working on a subsection of the array forms a triangle-shaped pattern, with the vertex indicating the pivot point. A viewer extracts a variety of information from this display, including Figure 7 shows one effectively serialized (note that no two horizontal lines are at the same y coordinate). The differing heights of the stacks of triangles indicate to the viewer that the overall number of rounds of execution was greater in the serialized execution, indicating a longer execution time (an accurate assessment). Now, however, consider the situation in which the Rects View interacts with the Chart View. In an early version of these displays, the vertical position of the "swap lines"-Chart View triangles-was based on the animation clock (related to the number of animation frames). If the display presented the Chart View alone, the appearance of the displays would be as shown in the figures.
Differences arose, however, when the display presented the Rects and Chart Views concurrently. For a given event (the swapping of two array elements), the animation in the Rects View required a greater number of animation frames than the animation in the Chart View, simply because smoothly swapping two blocks involves many animation frames, versus just one frame for drawing a line. Thus, the animation clock had a greater value, and the triangles in the Chart View were higher and more spread out than in the case in which the Chart View was displayed alone.
Although we could visually compare two Chart Views generated concurrently with Rects Views, or compare two Chart Views generated alone, we could not accurately compare two Chart Views if only one had been generated concurrently with a Rects View. That is, the mapping from program time to display state (in which the time of the swap in the program's execution corresponds to the vertical location of a swap line in the display) lacked consistency. Visualization systems in which the existence and behavior of one display affects the appearance of another can produce visual artifacts that confuse the viewer. U nderstanding and analyzing the execution of parallel and distributed systems is both important and challenging. Many programers implement visualization tools to better understand executions (see "Related work" sidebar). We designed the Parade environment and Polka toolkit to utilize the characteristics we find essential for productive and accurate visualizations. The related sidebar explains our goals and achievements with this visualization environment and illustrates our practical support for reorderable, synchronous, and independent displays. The ideas and techniques developed through our work with Parade serve as the basis for continuing work with causality filters 5 and with visualization for the monitoring and control of "metacomputations," 6 parallel and distributed systems, 7, 8 and network management. 9 Many debuggers, performance-evaluation systems, and program-understanding tools have incorporated visualization and animation into their presentations in order to easily convey complex information. Some support synchronous, independent views. Others provide the ability to reorder events. Static images of postmortem statistics or summaries of execution behavior are one form of visualization ensuring synchronous, consistent views, with no need for reordering.
ParaGraph, 1 one of the earlier and more popular tools for the visualization of message-passing programs, AIMS, 2 a more recent tool for I/O events as well as message-passing, and Pablo, 3 a portable data-analysis environment that can be used with a variety of massively parallel systems, provide a number of animated, graphical displays of program performance. Although these simple animated displays are serialized views of concurrent programs, the animation assists the viewer in understanding the performance behavior of various phases of the program and provides detail beyond that available from static information summaries. However, the simultaneous display of multiple windows that are not synchronized can lead to some confusion.
Designers created a straightforward static display, the concurrency map, 4 to help viewers explore both the actual ordering of events during the program's execution and alternative orderings that might have occurred under normal variations of concurrent execution. This display presents process histories as event streams on a time grid. Each column displays the history of a single process. Each row represents a time interval in which the events or event sequences from each column might have occurred concurrently. The viewer can then study this grid to derive alternative orderings of events. The actual global execution order of the events in a row is some unspecified interleaving of all the event sequences in that row. However, no system has been developed for the automatic generation of these displays.
The Shoshin 5 prototype debugger, developed at the University of Waterloo, addresses temporal considerations in the areas of event ordering and process abstraction. It describes two models of event ordering: the interleaving model and the partial-order model. The interleaving model is equivalent to a consistent order, as defined earlier in the section. The partial-order model is equivalent to an ordering that characterizes causality. Process abstraction allows groups of processes to be combined into clusters. This clustering permits the construction of abstraction hierarchies, through which the user may navigate.
The monitoring and debugging system for the Makbilan shared memory machine, constructed at the Hebrew University, takes an interactive approach to understanding temporal relationships in concurrent programs. It presents a causality graph in which nodes represent events of interest in the program's execution and arcs indicate direct causal relationships between these events. When a user clicks on a particular node, it partions all other nodes into Past, Present, and Future with regard to the selected node and color codes them to reflect this partitioning.
Moviola, 6 an interactive browser for execution history graphs, provides a graphical representation of a computation under two alternative ordering schemes-physical time or logical time. The user zooms, pans, or scrolls through the displayed graph and selects subsets of processes, event types, or synchronization objects for display. To collect and select application-specific information, the user instruments the program with userdefined events and writes Lisp routines to select subsets of events or compute statistics based on the graph. The data produced by these traversals and computations is then sent to a visualization system for display, although no particular visualization system or style of visualization is specified.
